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if you look closely at the source, you'll see that there are limitations to the technology. it seems that
the only difference between hevc and h.264 is the number of bits that are available. if you've seen
the source, you can see that there are two options: 2k and 4k. that's it. the video is encoded in the

same manner. there is no change in quality or resolution to the video. what the advantage is, is that
hevc might be about 20% smaller in size than h.264 video. one of the reasons why hevc is being

adopted is that it is being adopted in the same way that h.264 was adopted: by the studios. they do
not want to encode their content with two different codecs. they want to invest one time to capture
the content, and that's it. however, hevc cannot be encoded to h.264 to be played back in the same
device. the company who will be investing the most capital in hevc technology is dolby laboratories.
the dolby vision technology (which is a suite of products that are designed to improve the television
viewing experience by offering 4k content) will support hevc. there are many benefits to hevc that

codec developers already discussed, but there's one that is often overlooked: software that decodes
hevc can be much smaller than software that decodes h.264. in fact, in some cases the decoding

portion of the codec can be smaller than the encoder portion, which can have a huge advantage. this
also explains why we are seeing hevc being adopted in the same way that h.264 was adopted.

hevc's combination of smaller coding size and larger coding speed makes it a perfect fit for
consumer devices. the capabilities of this codec will continue to expand as more and more devices

are released.
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with that in mind, hevc is a great fit for many producers, distributors, studios and retailers because
it's a single format that allows them to deliver any content in any playback device (or to have any
content delivered to any playback device) and retain the same format, regardless of the type of

device being used. for example, a consumer may watch a file on a pc, an android tablet or an apple
device. if a content distributor uses hevc, the company can deliver the same content to any of these

devices. additionally, if a company delivers hevc content to one device, then the company can
deliver the same content to all other hevc-capable playback devices. suppose a company wants to
sell a new model of a consumer electronics product. it cannot offer that product in h.264. to do so

would be expensive and ineffective. however, it can offer the product in hevc. why would the
consumer buy that product? because the product can play h.264 and hevc. hevc allows producers to
offer new features to consumers, from superior image quality to support of more pixels and colors,
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and it offers a platform for the delivery of new services. it's not only a cost-saving measure; it's a
way to provide consumers with new services and deliver content to any device. it's time for you to

take a look at this series. get the hevc-encoded 4k blu-ray and let us know if the hevc format should
be considered a cost-saving or new service-disseminating measure. (the prices are as of today,

march 10, 2013.) directed by david nutter and starring peter dinklage, kit harington, emilia clarke,
lena headey, alfie allen, nikolaj coster-waldau, conleth hill, jacob anderson, charles dance, liam

cunningham, richard madden, and john bradley, game of thrones: season 8 is just as breathtaking
and brutal as ever. its battle scenes are full of widescreen scope and explosive storytelling. and

though the show is finally slowing down and has a much shorter runtime, it will be enjoyable to see
this great story play out until its final episode in late 2019. 5ec8ef588b
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